Creating a New Society through a
Network of Life

Large Catchment Area – A Space to
Work on

Mt. Tsukuba

Ishioka City

Tsuchiura

Hokota

2156.7 km2 of
Catchment Area (35%
of Ibaraki
Prefecture)

Lake Kasumigaura Lake Kitaura
Kashima

Inashiki
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Itako

Water
Channel
Gate
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Projects that are not self-contained” They should create
chains of added values (positive encounters).
Lines in motion

Global Warning
Prevention

Water quality
preservation

Diversity of
Species

New Scientific
Technology

Branding
Organic farming with
fish meal made from
alien fishes

Where a project is carried out
to restore vegetation zones
Where floating hearts are
planted
Floating heart cultivation
stations

Revitalizing
Kasumigaura (Lake)

Biotopes in public places
Water reserve biotopes
School biotopes
Places of forest improvement

Deterioration of
Satoyama Forests

Utilizing Satellite Images

Fish meal from alien fishes

Dry farms

Biodiesel
Fuels

Collaboration with the
administration

Waste

Water sources
Thinnings

Raw
branches

Water channel

Wood cutters
for a day

Levees
Water quality preservation
(Revitalization of rice fields along
valleys)
Growing breeds of
rice with more
added value
(Rice breeds for
sake making, etc.)

Public
works
Planting
waterweeds

Lakes

Local Sake

Brushwood
Breakwater
Waterweed cultivation in
“general learning” or at
biotopes of schools

Reservoir
(Biotope)

Rice paddies
Sustainable
agriculture

Welfare
Asaza’s foster
parent system

Interviewing the
Elderly

Eradicating
Alien Species

Lakes

Nature
Restoration

上：造成終盤
下：造成終了１年後

Fishery

Asaza Project

Forestry
Rapes
(Rapeseeds)

Agriculture

Local brand
products

Promotion of
Local Industries

Environmental
Education

Put yourself in the flows, and think!
Think dynamically, like a
legendary dragon, which transforms into anything.

NPO Asaza Fund

Restoring Nature in the Lake through A
New Network of Products and Businesses

Restoring Water Flow Resources by
Creating New Value
Cooperating with local industries,
government bodies, and local people

Restoration of the
abandoned Yatsuda
(field located along alley
river)

Expansion of Business Model

♦ Registered trademark
NPO Asaza Fund
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Great watersheds around
Kasumigaura and Kitaura

City Planning by Kids

Mt. Tsukuba

Ishioka

Tsuchiura

Hokota

Kasumigaura

Basin area: 2156.7 km2
(Some 35% of the whole
area of Ibaraki
Prefecture)

Kitaura

Itako

Inashiki

Ryugasaki

Reverse water
channel gate

ＮＰＯ法人アサザ基金

Relearn and reconsider places!

Imagine you are a “traveling line,” and
see and reconsider the spaces you move
in.

NPO Asaza Fund

Kashima

Covering a
Whole Lake with
a Wide Variety
of Projects
Dynamic
network

Kasumigaura – A Large Lake
Its basin and water sheds cover
2,200 km2, running through 28
municipalities and 3 prefectures.
Our society today is
bureaucratized and segmented.
<Dimensional data (in comparison with Lake Biwa)>
Item

Categoly

Create new
fields.
Lake

Catchment
area

Unit

Origin
Maximum depth
Average depth
Surface Area
Shoreline
Volume
Average water turnover
Elevation
Surface Area
Municipalities in catchment area
Municipalities bordering the lake
Catchment area population
Average annual rainfall

m
m
km2
km
billion t
days
m
km2
mm

Average annual outflow

billion t

The total lakefront extension,
250km, is the longest in Japan.
Lake Kasumigaura

Lake Biwa

Inland sea

Graven lake
103
41
670
235
approx.0.8
approx.27.8
approx.200
approx.2,000
0.16
85
2,156
3,844
45 cities,towns,villages
50
23 cities,towns,villages
20
approx.900,000
approx.1,130,000
1,350(average annual volume of
1,924
water about 2.82 billion m3)
approx.1.4(average annual
approx.5.7
outflow ratio 49%)
7
4
220
250
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Deterioration of Natural Environment
due to Water Development Projects in
Kasumigaura in 1970s

Encounter with Floating Heart (asaza) - New
potential discovered in the everyday situations of
the lake
Upright bulkhead - Helps
waves rise high

A “Death Lake”… people
abandoned the lake
“Aoko” (Cyanoplankton)
was a symbol of the
polluted water

Community of floating heart-

Keeps waves lower

The lake, within easy reach of
us, had the solution.
They started the research by
walking 250km along the lake
side

Walking around, we found it.
Let nature work to restore itself.
NPO Asaza Fund
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The Change in
Asaza
Distribution from
1994 to 2000

(1) Collecting seeds

Decreased to 1/10 in 6
years

(2) Distributing to
parenting partners

Parenting Asaza: A Story Begins
(4) Planting Asaza in the
lake by local citizens

(5) Creation of beaches

(3) Growing Asaza
(6) Formation of Ashi (reed) bush

NPO Asaza Fund

School children getting
wet in the lake

NPO Asaza Fund

Civil Project
Lake restoration project started:
200,000 people joined the project

More than 10,000 children
annually participate in the
project…
There used to be the signs such as
“No Entry: Health Risks” around
the lake

Children stimulated adults…
Fisheries Association and Local
Citizen Groups working together

Planting Asaza
Growing Asaza
NPO Asaza Fund

Loss of Nature Network, and its
Restoration

NPO Asaza Fund

Transition of Fish Catch in
Kasumigaura

Continuity and nature network: intercepted, lost
⇒Decrease in species diversity, extinction
Fish Catch (t)

Total Fish Catch

Continuity and social network (community,
generation): bureaucracy, sectionalism ⇒separation, loss

Shrimp, Goby

Loss of Continuity in Space and Time

Carp, Crucian
Smelt, Shirauo

The Asaza Project is seeking to restore continuity, and the
network
Creating a nature network which overlaps with the network of people
and the society

Comprehensive manipulation of the channel
gate(1965)
1500 t of cultured carp died of suffocation (1965)
Shifting to trawling catch (1965)
The Lake started to turn into fresh water due to the completion of
the Hitachi River Channel Gate (1963)
Rise in the concentration of salt due to the connection with Hitachi River (1948)

NPO Asaza Fund
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Limitation of the Current Society: Lack
of Integration
Inability of the government to work on the whole lake
rather than a part of the lake; bureaucratic sectionalism
Inability of researchers, universities to analyze the lake
as a whole rather than to conduct separate researches;
specialization of researches

Integration of the society is necessary.
Think the lake as a body consisting of many different
parts which interact with each other; solution for the
problems in the lake will be found from the viewpoint
of the integration.

Limitation of environmental
measures and technologies
created for partial optimization
Researchers like institutional
theories.
Environmental measures and technologies set to legal
regulations and social institutions result in partial
optimization.
“Passive” measures and technologies
No holistic
synthesis!
Regulations and social institutions
Fixed frameworks
and zonings
They do not help us create a new style of social
systems.
Rather, we had better reconsider our society from the
viewpoint of environment, to actively build up positive
frameworks for creating new values in society.
“Framework” discussions led by the West
Shift to
discussions of styles led by Japan

NPO Asaza Fund

Partial and holistic optimizations
Model of partial optimization

Model of holistic optimization

Institutional thinking: selfcontained
Spreads technologies and models
Calls for powerful policies

Narrative thinking: chain-reactionary
Brings technologies into the context
of a local community
Finds ways of life and living

Organizations of engineers,
centers to spread technologies

Solidarity of local communities carries
on restoration and revitalization.

Burdensome social costs

Independence gained upon business
models

The effects are limited.

Effects remain and expand.

Institutional developments
Professional knowledge, in
specific fields (Dependence)
Problem solving

Sharing narratives, new kind of
“public”
Holistic, experience-based knowledge
rooted in living (Enthusiasm)
Value creating

Sampling activities
Classifications, definitions,
arrangements
Collects things that have already
taken place, ex post facto
Problem solving, self-contained
systems
Practical activities
Encounters in flows of things and events produce
Creation and developments in
results and effects.
solidarity, relationships, and networking
Producing new realities amid events
Value creating, open systems
NPO Asaza Fund
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In European
Pictures,
Painters look at
the world from
single and settled
point of view.

This is the type of thinking that immobilizes the
subject of thought.
It always thinks to the thinker’s own scale.
It seeks to gain knowledge.
(Emmanuel) Levinas

Bernardo Bellotto
NPO Asaza Fund

ＮＰＯ法人アサザ基金
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In Asian pictures,
it is expressed from
inside of the movement
(creation) of the world.

We should care of images which rises up
(emarge) from certain place or atmosphere.
For acient Japanese people, the word “exist”
means more like “emarge”.

In acient Japan, the word
“exist” means more like
“emarge”.

Also project needs to keep emarging as
phenomenon.
It will be stopped when it turns to be a thing as
exist.

Tohaku Hasegawa
NPO Asaza Fund
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What are “Local” Problems?
No single issue or problem exists alone.
In short, every problem exists within a group or a system of
problems.
For instance, the problem of “diminishing corals” does not stand
alone.

“Framework” discussions led by
the West
Shift to discussions
of new styles led by Japan
Necessity for regulations and restrictions – discussions
of frameworks
Institutional, fixed frameworks and zonings
Each party builds up a system of frameworks and
zones that is advantageous to itself and pushes it
onto others.
A kind of colonization through spread of
institutions and formal knowledge?
Another type of intellect – practical knowledge to merge
together different institutions and formats
Producing chains of positive encounters -- styles
Diversification of positive frameworks
No network can arise and grow out of institutions and
formats.

Rather, consider each problem in its relationship with the whole
of problems affecting the local community. “Preserving
environment and building up a cyclical society
One result:
corals revitalized”
Considering each problem as a single one -- Professional
knowledge, in specific fields
“Develop technologies to revitalize corals.”
Partial optimization
Considering each problem in its group or system of problems –
Holistic, practical knowledge
“Corals used as an index in creating a society that exists in peace
with the oceans.”
Holistic optimization
NPO Asaza Fund

Conventional approach

Create new contexts through
dialogs with local people and
nature (networking).

Create a field where
potential functions can
emerge.
Let the new contexts take
root.
Chains of added values
Evaluate the effects.

Reconsider the institutional
frameworks.

Shift from the traditional
institutions and mechanisms.
Prepare the frameworks for new
ones.

Build up new institutions and
mechanisms.
(e.g. Nature Revitalization Act
modeled after Asaza Project)

Develop technologies and
systems, as stimulated by
the newly created field.

Discussions based
on institutional
frameworks
Discussions are held mainly with subjects relevant to the
institutions (adults, especially experts).

Dialogs should be held with all the people (both adults and
children), nature, and culture of the locality.

(Enthusiasm for) holistic and living knowledge
Creating public benefits out of new contexts
(chains of encounters)
Developing new contexts out of “Sitz im Leben”

The human is a thinking
field of reeds (network),
rather than a thinking
reed.

Shift from institutions (formats) to
one’s own styles

The human is a thinking
membrane.

Need to reconsider,
improve, and
institutionalize
Institutions and
mechanisms that include
what is newly created

Planning a social
system on the basis
of the institutional
frameworks

Implementation of
the institutional
frameworks

Implementation of a
social system that fits
into the frameworks

Evaluate the
effects.

Develop technologies
and systems that fit
into the institutional
frameworks.

Self-contained within institutional frameworks
Maintaining and preserving public benefits
that already exist
(Dependence on) professional knowledge in
each field

Asaza Project’s approach

ＮＰＯ法人アサザ基金
NPO Asaza Fund

Into social
technologies

Partial
optimization
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No institutions and mechanisms alone can produce a clear vision!

Designing Desires
For instance, when it comes to preserving
environment, people often seek for
Institutions and regulations and
--- compulsory agreements, denial of desires

©いいじまひろし

The Integration would naturally
happen, rather than intentionally
make it happen
Integration - there will be a large unexplored area
Infinite possibilities
A new idea is necessary
A new value is necessary
A new lifestyle is necessary

“Leave behind your desires. Live with the regulations!”
Thus stop actions of people. Such an approach does not lead to
visions and prospects.
Should we be content with just restricting the lifestyles and timespaces created by desires? No, such restrictions would not lead to
new lifestyles or creativity. (problem solving, reactionary)

Creation of a field – where people

So, we need to design our desires. (creating values)
Instead of selecting what to learn, we should learn from chains of
positive encounters.

can work together – is of great
importance

NPO Asaza Fund
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A Network without a Central Organization
Universities and
Research Institutes

Planning

Evaluation,
Research

Fisheries Cooperative

Public
works

NPO Asaza Fund

Corporations
Participation

Agricultural
Organizations

Citizens for Improvement of
Lake Kasumigaura

Cooperation
Support,
Coalition

Paddy Fields,
Agricultural
Products

Survey,
Evaluat
ion

Kasumigaura
Brushwood Fascine
Association

Planning
Proposal
Forest
Management

Asaza Project

Water Bed
Manageme
Project
nt, Town
Participation
Proposal, Parenting
Participati
in Planning
Environmental
on in
Education,
Planning
Cooperative
Community Centers, Learning

on in
Planning

Community Members

Citizen’s Union

Agricultural
Management

Creating a Network in the
Society
Pyramid-type Society → Network-type Society
Citizens’ participation

Government participation

Each individual/group is like a “field” in the
network

Forest Owners
Forestry Association

Lake Kasumigaura Recovery Project –
Participati Connecting lake, forest, and people

Consumers’
Cooperative

Administration
Branches (Ministry of
Environment, etc.)

Proposa
l

Municipalities in the
Catchment Area

The center of the network is a “field” – a place to
collaborate
Putting companies and governments/administrations
into the network as if they were pieces of it

Schools
NPO Asaza Fund
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Japan’s Styles

Vertical Divisions – Destroy Them? Melt
Them Down (To Merge)?
Destroy

Abolishes an old pyramid to build a new one
Build up just another pyramid.
Destruction
Construction
Construction

Melt

Japanese aesthetics
– do not segment
with walls

Game of power
Affinity with nature

Destruction

Transforms a pyramid into a network
Walls

Membranes Creation of values

Chains of positive encounters
Changes

Transformations

Let the new context, namely environment, permeate the whole
society, to melt down the walls within society. --- Might of chain
reactions

Culture of membranes
“Shoji” (paper screen) separates
the inside and the outside, yet as
a membrane does.
Inside the house, “fusuma”
(papered sliding doors), which
separates the interior into
compartments, is movable.

NPO Asaza Fund
NPO Asaza Fund

A scene of a rice paddy along a valley
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Planning a
Century

Little Grebe

Comprehensive Learning, Environmental Education
Great Reed
Warbler

10 years

Taking stock of wild life is
essentially judging our
society
Continuity of nature and Cuckoo
Continuity of society
Protecting life from
becoming extinct is not
an effective goal
Find the potential in the White Stork
society, and draw a blue
print for the future

More than 10,000
elementary/middle
schoolchildren participate
every year

Whooper Swan

20 years

30 years
Bean Goose

Sharing Dreams through Education
50 years
100 years
Crane
Japanese
Crested Ibis

NPO Asaza Fund

Interaction between Children and
Adults
Children Cooperation Adults
(Wisdom)
(Sensitivity)
Sensitivity of children – Recognizing a whole – Impulse to integrate
Wisdom and reason of adults – Analyzing and creating
Cooperation between the two will pave the road to integration
Make life more fantastic.
NPO Asaza Fund

Asaza Fund
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Let Children’s Sensitivities
Reunite the Vertically
Segmented Society.
Watch the spaces where children spend their days, to rediscover what kind
of space they live in.
Elementary school district - “Everyday” space where children live with their
own sensitivities
Elementary school district - The space is arranged for children (aged 6
years or older) to walk in to school, basically.
Elementary school district - Covers almost the same extent as the local
community does.
“Terakoya” (small private schools of Japan from 17th to early 19th
centuries) Local communities
“Jinjo” elementary schools (late 19th to early 20th centuries) Local
communities
Current elementary schools Local communities

Restore the social culture in which a local
community as a whole brings up children.
NPO Asaza Fund

Connecting the space around
the lake with children

Ad hoc Sensor

Collaborating with NEC to Develop the
Network Sensor

Asaza Project – More than 170
Elementary Schools Participate

The whole area around the
lake participates in its
restoration.

The number of schools will
exceed 200 once
kindergardens and high
schools are included

An interface for daily
monitoring
NPO Asaza Fund

NPO Asaza Fund

Provide a field for
development of new
technology
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Creating New “Knowledge”

A Space Developed by the Community
Create a field
for
development of
new technology

Technology in the context of daily life (the continuity of space
and time)

Wisdom of Life
（Experience）
）

Collabo Technical
Knowledge
ration

Creating a new paradigm where technological
development is integrated with development
of the social system
The Key Players are Citizens with an Integration Mind
NPO Asaza Fund

Government Project of
Natural Restoration
Conducted with the
Collaboration of Children
and Adults

How Are We Going to Achieve the
Restoration of the Lake

Where a project is carried out
to restore vegetation zones
Where floating hearts are
planted
Floating heart cultivation
stations
Biotopes in public places
Water reserve biotopes
School biotopes
Places of forest improvement

The old scenery has been
totally lost from the lake
上：造成終盤
下：造成終了１年後

No old records are left to
assist restoration of the
natural environment

ＮＰＯ Asaza Fund
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Setting a Goal for Restoration –
Listening to the Voice of the Elderly

The Nature Restoration Project Collaborating with Social Welfare
Utilizing the knowledge and
experience of the elderly for
the project

Not just a welfare project
within the framework of
welfare

NPO Asaza Fund

Welfare comprising many
aspects of society

NPO Asaza Fund
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Setting a Goal for the Restoration of Nature ・・Reread the
Environment of the Community as an Extension of the Human Body

A Public Project Becomes a Place for
Communication between Generations
Commu
Children
） nication
（Sensibility）

Elderly
（Experi
）
ence）

Sensibility of children - Recognizing a whole – Will to Integrate
Pleasure to Experience（
（Learning）
）
Experience of the elderly – Recognizing a whole – Will to
Integrate
Pleasure to Impart Experience（
（Teaching）
）
NPO Asaza Fund

Making a Biotope in a School

Planning a
biotope based on
the body
composition and
lifestyle of living
creatures

NPO Asaza Fund

School Biotope – Planting Indigenous Plants
of Kasumigaura into School Biotopes

NPO Asaza Fund

NPO Asaza Fund

The Network of School Biotopes in the
Asaza Project

Planting grown plants
back into the Lake

113 Schools (October, 2004)
Working on the
Project,
considering
the lake and
its basin as an
integrated
system

NPO Asaza Fund

NPO Asaza Fund
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Find the Paths of Other Creatures! – Learn about the

Conservation of Indigenous Species (Asaza
(Asaza,
Asaza, Fish, etc.)
Study what kind of species come to school ・・・Science
・・・Science class
Learn about the environment around schools ・・・・・・・・Geography,
・・・・・・・・Geography, History class
Learn about the interaction between organisms, and the balance
between biotope and organisms
Grassland, Reservoir

Where living creatures come

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Creatures Coming to Schools Tell Us about
the Environment of the Community

Where do these creatures
come from?
Is the environment of the
biotope suitable for these
creatures?

Forest, Grove

Rice field, Creek
NPO Asaza Fund

Planning a City which Coexists with Nature
Imagine you are some nonhuman lives. Then, consider
how to restore the devastated
water sources.

Found paths in urban areas as
well!

Forest, Pond

Environment around your Schools

NPO Asaza Fund

Proposal and
Reaching of
Agreement
Conference with the
City Office
Presentation to the
Community
(Ushiku City’s Kamiya Elementary
School)

NPO Asaza Fund
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Propose the
Plan to the
Mayor

We will adopt
your plan!!
Mayor of
Ushiku

Yeah！
！

The Mayor, eager about
the students'
presentation…

Please help us
to make the
plan come
true!!
NPO Asaza Fund

I really learned what it is
to “study” today…
Principal of the
School
NPO Asaza Fund
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The construction
started…

Schoolchildren Do Field
Measurement and Construction
They did everything they
could, including even
preparation of some
application documents for
land development.

An abandoned Yatsuda
around the school…

Everyone joined in the
construction

NPO Asaza Fund
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Public
Projects
Conducted
by
Elementary
School
Students

Restore
the field,
pond, and
water
ways
Disused field in July, 2005

Completed in January, 2007

Each year, elementary
school students propose
new projects

Planting rice in
May, 2007

And the monitoring is in progress too!
NPO Asaza Fund

Considering Countermeasures to Unexpected Deluges
over Towns upstream of Rice Paddies along a Valley
Discovering new
problems
Thinking what to
do to improve
the towns and
proposing ideas

ＮＰＯ法人アサザ基金

NPO Asaza Fund

“Yatsuda” refers
to rice paddies along
a valley. Every time it rains,
therefore, a huge volume of
rainwater flows into “yatsuda”
to flood it. This exposes the
creatures living in such a
valley to deadly danger. To
help them, we ask for your
cooperation in the following
measures:

Dig a hole, 1m or
so in diameter, in
the ground and
throw in it many
pebbles. Then,
rainwater goes
underground
through the
pebbles to join in
the underground
water.

We, children at the school,
hope our “yatsuda” will
someday attract fireflies as
well. So, we would sincerely
appreciate your cooperation.

Creatures living
in “yatsuda” of Kamiya
Elementary School
are disturbed
by floods.

The tank stores
rainwater, which
you can sprinkle
over your garden
and give to
flowers. It is very
ecological.

4th graders of Kamiya
Elementary School
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Installing a rain water tank in
the school yard
Make good use of rainwater, to
prevent a flood.
Installed a rainwater
infiltration valve!

Discussing to create a proposal
to make flood-safe towns, by
installing rainwater tanks,
infiltration valves, etc.

They held an exchange of opinions at
the school, inviting in many local
residents, the Ward’s Mayor,
employees of the relevant Sections of
the City Office, and parents, in School
Year 2010.
They were 4th graders then.

Offering the proposal to the
city’s Mayor

ＮＰＯ法人アサザ基金

Education of Kids in the
Context of the Community
Makes the City a Reality
Provides opportunities
to present activities

↑Scene from City Committee (2004～
～)

All the elementary
and junior high
schools of the city
joined in.

Assistance in
analyses
Supplies instructors to
the Committee

Provides websites

Citizen
Conference of
Social Welfare

Assistance
to classes
Introduces
human
resources

Division of
Environment and
Sanitation
Provides opportunities, help to
researches, and advice

Rikkyou
University
Supplies instructors to the Committee

NPO Asaza Fund

Provides fields for
research

NPO Asaza Fund

Planning and
implementation
Supplies instructors to
classes and the Committee

Division of Citizen
Activity

Division of
Cleaning Facility

Committee of
City Planning
Starting with
School
Biotopes
Supplies
documents and
materials

100 Year Project – Kashima Shrine with Ibis

Runs
classes

School

Provides information from satellite
communications and supplies instructors
to the Committee

Manages the
secretariat
Communication and
coordination

Committee of
Education Director
Division

Forest Integrated
Research Institute

Provides GIS software free of
charge
Provides opportunities of
fellowships of local communities
Introduces human resources

Committee of Education
Division of Life-long
Learning

NPO Asaza Fund
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Education of Kids in the Context of the
Community Makes the City a Reality

Community Revitalization Plan for Restoration of
the Abandoned Yatsuda with Water Resources
Restoring water
resources with the
collaboration of
Recovery of water resources in the
NEC

NPO Asaza Fund

100 Year Project - Kashima Shrine’s Forest with Ibises and Storks
Overall plan of the Yamanoue District’s Yatsuda (rice paddies along
a valley) Restoration Project

Local resident associations and
community halls also joined in.
Section of
“Kashimakko
Ikusei” (Bringing
up Kashima’s
children)

field

Toyosato
Elementary
School’s PTA

Toyosato Elementary
School
(Learning of environment)

Toyosato
District’s
volunteers

Researchers

Yamanoue Yatsuda

Asaza Fund

(rice paddies along a
valley) Restoration
Association (Restoration
activities)

(Assistance to nature
restoration activities and
environmental learning)

Yamanoue Ward

Restoration of Yamanoue’s “yatsuda”
and bringing up local children that love
wealth of nature

Kashima Kankyo
(Environment)
Network

Secretariat
Toyosato
Machizukuri
(Community
Building) Center

Yamanoue Yatsuda
Restoration Council

Toyosato
Machizukuri
(Community
Building)
Committee

(Advice and assistance
to the restoration
activities)

(Projects to support
environmental learning)

Other citizen
groups for
environment

A rice field left unused for 25
years

Revival of Yatsuda

Relevant
Sections of the
City Office

Researches and Planning to Restore the Valley Rice
Paddies (Yatsuda)

NPO Asaza Fund

Rice Crop in the Recovered Field –
Organic Farming with No Pesticides

Employees and their
families
ＮＰＯ法人アサザ基金

Fellowship with Local Residents

More than 10,000
participated NPO Asaza Fund

Making Sake at the Local
Alcohol Firm

NPO Asaza Fund
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Cooperative Project with Mitsui Product
Environmental Fund

Making Locally Brewed Sake from Harvested Rice
The Restoration Project Helps to Vitalize the Community

NPO Asaza Fund

NPO Asaza Fund

ＮＰＯ法人アサザ基金

At Yamanoue, Kashima City, they began
restoration of a water source and sake
making.
UBS (head office in Switzerland) joined
them.

Human Resource Education by
Sompo Japan Insurance

The water source (yatsuda)
after the restoration

The water source
(yatsuda) before the
restoration

HOGY Medical Co., Ltd. Joined Hands with
Ushiku City to Restore a Water Source

Savor them, with a dinner featuring lake
smelt, icefish (“shirauo”), or eel from
Kasumigaura and Kitaura!

University students planned a
water source restoration
project.
Many parties joined in the
project, from welfare services,
education, agriculture, fishery,
and other local industries.
Each participating business
proved its own might in the
NPO Asaza Fund
project.

More local brands of sake are coming up, featuring fresh water from restored
valley rice paddies.
84
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Working Together with Sake Wineries in the Basin,
To Establish Sake Brands of the Basin!

その他、多くの企業がアサザプロジェクトに
参加！

Let’s restore
more water
sources!
Let’s spread the
word of our
water and sake!

日立電線の植付会
損保ジャパン
損保ジャパン

We can join in the best local sake
production places of the nation!

Companies Help Vegetation Planting in
Kasumigaura

セブンイレブンみどりの
セブンイレブンみどりの
基金

池で育てたアサザを植付る

コカコーラ・
コカコーラ・ボトリングなど

テキサス・
テキサス・インスツルメント

㈱ツムラ社員
ツムラ社員

Proposing Brushwood Fascine Breakwater –
Developed for Public Project
Top：
：1997 Summer
Center：
：1998 Spring
Bottom：
：1999 Fall

Planting by Hitachi
Electric Wire
Sompo Japan also
joined in.

Reed field recovered… also
brought delight to Fishermen

Employees from Tsumura Co.,
Ltd. planting Asaza
NPO Asaza Fund

New Value Arises out of the Degenerate
Forest – Creation of New Value

Project Connecting
the Lake and the
Forest

Forestry Association
＆
Lumber Trial Tour

School Biotope
Selection of cedar, cypress

Brushwood Fascine Association
＆
Lumber Trial Tour

NPO Asaza Fund

Putting New Value into Satoyama Forest
Led to Restoration of Nature
Eagles and owls
returned to
Satoyama forest

Fascine from oak, Konara

Conservation, growing of Asaza and water-weeds

Planting Reeds, Asaza Supplying Materials for Public Project

Creatures that once lived in
Satoyama, return!

Concrete Bank Wall

Nature Restoration in Public Projects
NPO Asaza Fund

NPO Asaza Fund
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Distribution of Water Resources around
the Lake

Working on foreign species that have
been introduced

Where a project is carried out to
restore vegetation zones
Where floating hearts are planted

•Conservation of
water resources in
forests

Floating heart cultivation stations
Biotopes in public places
Water reserve biotopes
School biotopes
Places of forest improvement

•Conservation of
water resources in
rice fields

Bluegill （North America）
）

Black Bass （North America）
）

American Catfish （North America）
）

NPO Asaza Fund

From the Stomach of ONE American
Catfish!!!

Silver Carp （China）
）

NPO Asaza Fund

Project Chain Reactions
Global Warming Prevention

New Scientific
Technology
Diversity of Species

Branding
Organic farming with
fish meal made from
alien fishes

Deterioration of
Satoyama Forests

Utilizing Satellite Images
Fish meal

Dry
farms

Waste

Biodiesel
Fuels
Water channel

Thinnings

Forestry

Rapes
(Rapeseeds)
Levees

Eradicating Alien
Species

Nature
Restoration

Water quality preservation
(Revitalization of rice fields along
valleys)
Growing breeds of
rice with more
added value
(Rice breeds for
sake making, etc.)

Public
works

Such a large
number of
indigenous
species were
found in the
stomach

Planting
waterweeds

Waterweed cultivation in
“general learning” or at
biotopes of schools

Welfare

Asaza’s foster
parent system

Interviewing the
Elderly

p
In
In
p

Environmental
Education

Public Recycling Project
undertaken through the Asaza
Project
NPO Asaza Fund

p
In

Phytopla
nkton

ut

Zooplan
kton

P
N

Quality
・Conserving
Species Diversity
・Energizing the
Community

ut

ut

P

NPO Asaza Fund

Promotion of
Local Industries

Local brand
products

Putting Society into the Context of the Nature
Network
・Improving Water

N

Though they try to catch 1,000 t of
alien species a year, the major
issue is to expand the demand for
the fish meal. They are hot in
expanding the demand!

Rice paddies
Sustainable
agriculture

Removing Nitrogen and Phosphorus Efficiently and
Continually from the Lake by Creating a Cycle

100 tons in 2006

Purchasing from two
fishery associations

Reservoir
(Biotope)

Agriculture

100 tons in 2005
100 tons in
2007・・・・
・・・・

Lakes

Local Sake

Brushwood
Breakwater

NPO Asaza Fund

Exterminating Alien Fish Species in
Collaboration with Fishery and Agricultural
Associations

Fishery

Asaza Project
Wood
cutters for a
day

Fishery

PN

・
・
・
・

・

Fertilizer Locally grown
Organic
products
（ Fish meal）
）
Consumer
Chicken Farming

Accumulation
in fish

Data from Ibaraki
Prefecture(4)

Data from
researchers(6)

Nitrogen (N)

２．５％

２．６７％

Phosphorus
(P)

０．５％

０．７％

Reducing load on farmers,
Breeding farms

NPO Asaza Fund
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To Expand Catches of Alien Species and
Demand for Fish Meal

Selling Agricultural Products as a
New Brand in the Local Market

Kasumigaura’s basin is a major
place producing potatoes for
processing.
They are trying to sell fish meal of
alien species to producers of
potatoes to be processed into
snacks, of barley for beer brewing,
etc., to expand the demand.

Sold in Shinshu Region only

Sold in Tohoku
Region only

Sold in Hokkaido Region only

Sold in Kansai Region only

◆Registered trademark

Sold in Tokyo
Region only

Selling hot at 24
stores of
Kasumi
(a supermarket
chain)
NPO Asaza Fund

Asaza Project as a Model for Others…

Let’s call the
Northern Dragon
back to Lake
Hachirou, Akita
Prefecture!

NPO Asaza Fund

Akita Prefecture’s Regional
Development Bureau
Building up brands from the basin of
Lake Hachirou
Children’s learning playing the major
role
Planning discussions in “General
learning” classes

All the 4th graders of Ohkubo
Elementary School are on the
planning committee.

Sold in Kyushu
Region only

Sold in Chugoku and Shikoku
Regions only

Sold in Tokai Region only

Delivering a Lecture to Akita
A valley in the shape of a dragon

A Project at Lake
Tamahachirou in
Akita
(2004 and
onwards)

Beers and snacks to boost up the
demand for the fish meal!

Giving lectures in elementary and middle schools around lake Hachirou
More than 10,000 students have participated over 5 years
Great is the Dragon of North!

The great Dragon is called “Hachirou Taro. A “dragonfly” can be
called a small dragon.
Using old tales of the local community, set its space in the context of
bio-diversity.
NPO Asaza Fund

Emergence！
！

At the planning discussions in the school classes, the children
discussed over 2 hours each time. No majority vote decision was made.
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Raising social entrepreneurs
The children, as part of their
learning, tried to sell some new
products carrying a symbol they
created.
They practiced how to sell, to
someone from a local store. (Below)

Listening to the chairperson
of a local association of
store owners.

NPO Asaza Fund

This year, children began to
restore a deserted tea farm,
growing tea without pesticide.
The school children, their local
community, and a business
(Canon Marketing) worked
together.

School class at Taiki Town, Mie
Prefecture
The children was searching for precious
resources in their local community and
trying to build up a brand of their own
school, Nanaho Elementary.
Located upstream of River Miya, their
community is a depopulated one with
only 2,400 residents.
NPO Asaza Fund

Taking care of the tea farm
with employees from Canon
The elementary kids prepared
some tea and goodies on their
own and shared them with the
employees.

NPO Asaza Fund

ＮＰＯ法人アサザ基金

And the tea is a hot seller!

Edogawa (River Edo)
Creating a community where
pleasant breeze from the river
entertains people
Children listening to some people of
the local store owner association, to
learn how their community used to
be (its environment)

ＮＰＯ法人アサザ基金

Matsudo City Chubu Elementary
School, Chiba Prefecture
NPO Asaza Fund
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Lives’ Path Finding Its Way into Downtown Tokyo –
Making the Metropolis More Fantastic

NPO Asaza Fund

Akasaka Elementary
School’s children building
a biotope

Sumida Ward Futaba Elementary School
This year, three more schools from the Ward join
in.

At elementary schools of Sumida and some other Wards,
children are considering how to prepare the path of living
creatures and making proposals, in downtown Tokyo.

Building a biotope on the
top of the school building

This is the day when our school is
part of the path of living creatures!

Let there be lives – even in major cities! Biotope building has begun!
Children are now learning how to connect farming villages with major
cities via the path of lives.
They have set out to build up their local communities and reconsider
their spaces.
Working together with NEC Capital Solution Limited

Minato Ward Kogai Elementary
School

Sumida Ward Futaba
Elementary School

And many more schools are engaged in the way of lives nationwide,
both in and out of Tokyo.
ＮＰＯ法人アサザ基金
NPO Asaza Fund

Connecting through the Paths of other
Creatures！(Interacting with
Kasumigaura)
Ishioka Elementary Schoolchildren in
Kasumigaura collecting water plants for Futaba
Elementary School in Sumida-ku, Tokyo

Interaction between Sumida-ku (urban
area) and Kasumigaura (rural)

Change Our Environment into a New One
Where Dragonflies Abound
In the Era of Environmental Protection, New Values Arise
from the Network of Nature

Let’s make
paths for other
creatures
together！
！

Kasumigaura

Tokyo

NPO Asaza Fund

NPO Asaza Fund
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Proposal of “Project Blessings and Breeze from
Forest” at Harajuku and Omote-Sando, Tokyo

The dragon is alive.

Photos by The Tokyo Shimbun

Forest of Meiji Shrine, Tokyo

NPO Asaza Fund

Omote-Sando and its vicinities back in 1881 The red area
used to have rice paddies along the valley (“yatsuda”).

“Project Blessings and Breeze from Forest” at
Harajuku and Omote-Sando, Tokyo
New
sensitivities

(business promotion
association of
store owners)
Omote-Sando Machi Eco Kids Network
(Network of eco-conscious urban kids)

Children:
mainly, 3rd
and 4th
graders of
eight schools
around OmoteSando

Field
Adults
“Eggs” of the dragon NPOs, etc.

“Melting down”
the city

Artists
Researchers

with the path of
lives

Turning a city into “satoyama” (forests
between wild nature and urban areas)

“Harajuku &
Omote-Sando
Keyaki Kai”

Asaza Project

Meiji Shrine

A giant dragon hidden
beneath the giant city

NPO Asaza Fund

“Yatsuda” (rice paddies along a valley)
remaining in central Tokyo (in Meiji Shrine)

Also, here at Takeshita
Avenue, where the
actions are of youth
culture ---

I do,
too!

NPO Asaza Fund

This valley runs to (busy) Takeshita Avenue.

Hey, do I
sense some
breeze from
forest!?

Let young people take in bio-diversity and global dewarming as part of their lifestyles.
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August 21st: An event to experience the paths of
wind and lives spreading out of the Jingu forest
(Tokyo)
Learning the urban space from a
brand-new perspective
- Strolling down Omote-Sando and
Harajuku with breezes
- Searching for the path of lives

Searching for the paths of
the wind and lives!
Children do know that
many, many lives are there,
even in central Tokyo!
A balloon shows which way
the path of wind runs.

NPO Asaza Fund

Strolling in the
city
Strolling with the
wind
Strolling for living
creatures
The first stroll: August 21st

“Nagurashi” (coral
debris) Balloons

“Kuva Mail Project” -- Sending
tropical, island breezes from
Tarama Island
- Sale of “Kuva” fans
- A piece of the island’s coral tied
to each balloon, as a weight

Kuva, treated
as sacred
trees

Messages from children of Tarama Island (Okinawa)

Photo: Taken from “Tarama-jima no Hachigatsu Odori” (“August
Dance of Tarama Island,” a collection of photos to celebrate the 80th
anniversary of Tarama Village’s obtainment of the village status

Kuva fan
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Okinawa
Prefecture

Trying to launch a brand of sugarcanes
cultivated in an eco-friendly way!

Outdoor
class of
Karimata
Elementary
School
(Miyako
Island)

The islands’ only source of
water lies underground.
This underground water is
now being polluted with
fertilizers from farms, and
some other substances.
The brand building is now
in progress at some
elementary
schools of
ＮＰＯ法人
ＮＰＯ法人アサザ
法人アサザ基金
アサザ基金
Tarama and Miyako Islands.

NPO Asaza Fund

Actions in Kitakyushu City
Children proposed a city planning for de-warming.

Learning how
people used to
live in the island
and how its
nature was,
from grandpas
and grandmas.

Learning in
interviews, in
Ikema Island.
ＮＰＯ法人アサザ基金

Shichiku Elementary School, Kyoto, is carrying on a
learning program (about ebony jewelwings)

In the middle of the
city, the gracious
dragonflies exist.

Restoring the “path” of ebony jewelwings in the
city
In dialog with this particular species of
dragonflies, who seek for clear streams, tree
shades, and pleasant breezes, the children
considered and proposed how their city should
be.

In collaboration,
Sharp Corporation
Weather Caster Network
Asaza Fund
are “delivering” class lessons nationwide.

The children are
studying how the
“path of coolness”
used to be and is.
They are
reconsidering the
urban space from
the viewpoint of
living creatures.

NPO Asaza Fund

Living together with
other creatures
Solar power
generation,
recycling

Prevention of global
warming
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Joint project with Canon
Marketing Japan Inc.
Building up a cyclical society of winwin relationships, where both
humans and “kappa” (legendary
creatures believed to live in water)
are happy

Idle farms of Ushiku City
(Countermeasures to abandoned farms)

Sunflower planting (by volunteers)

Using alien fishes from lakes
Baking rice cookies (“okaki”)
as a fertilizer
with sunflower oil
Volunteers from Canon MJ’s
The used oil is turned into Bio
employees sowing seeds
Diesel fuel.
Sunflowers growing, as they
absorb CO2

開花！
開花！

Fish
meal
To eliminate alien
fishes (To protect bio
diversity)
Removing phosphates
and nitrates from lakes
(Water purification)
Rice (breeds for rice cake) from
水源地再生のもち米
restored
water sources

Squeezing
for oil

Cooperation with

Used oil collected

密漁をしない漁師さ
Lake
prawns caught by fishers
who do not poach
んが取った川エビ
The rice cookies are prepared
133
An abandoned farm restored! by people working at a welfare
workshop.

Water quality
preservation

Global Warning
Prevention

Diversity of Species

Scientific Technology

福祉との連携
welfare services

“Senbei”
(Rice cookies)

Bio Diesel
Fuel
CO2 reduction
(To counteract
global warming)

(To reduce environmental load
flowing in)
134

Linkage with Learning Programs

Branding
Organic farming with
fish meal made from
alien fishes

Deterioration of
Satoyama Forests
Fish
meal

Dry farms

Utilizing Satellite Images

Waste

Biodiesel Fuels

Fishery
Raw
branches

Thinnings

Asaza Project

Forestry
Rapes
(Rapeseeds)

Nature
Restoration

Wood cutters
for a day

Eradicating
Alien Species
Water quality
Water channel Lakes
preservation
(Revitalization of rice
fields along valleys)
Growing breeds
Local Sake
of rice with more
added value
(Rice breeds for
sake making,
“Okaki” rice
etc.)
cookies

Levees

Public works
Planting
waterweeds

Brushwood
Breakwater
Waterweed cultivation
in “general learning” or
at biotopes of schools

Reservoir
(Biotope)

Rice paddies
Sustainable
agriculture

Local brand
products

Honey

Promotion of Local
Industries
Welfare
Interviewing the
Elderly

Environmental
Education

Cyclical public works run by
the Asaza Project
© NPO Asaza Fund

Experiencing the Sites

Using Fish Meal from
the Lake

Carry on to Next Step

Food Education

Energizing Local
Industry
Creating a Local
Brand

Energizing
Fishery

Ushiku
Biomass
Town

Turning Alien
Species into Fish
Meal

Improving Water
Quality of Ushiku Lake
and Kasumigaura
Integrating All Aspects

Environmental
Education and
Welfare Study

Interaction of
Food with the
Community

New Energy
Sources
Using Biomass
Produced in the
Community

Restoring Nature
Conserving/Regenerating
Biodiversity, Making a Social
System

The “Biomass Town,” Ushiku City, kicks off the moves to revitalize
local communities and implement a locality-oriented, cyclical society.

Preventing Global
Warming
Working together as a
Whole Community
NPO Asaza Fund

Value-Creating City Planning Model （Ushiku Biomass Town
Plot）
【Community Environment】
】
【Increasing Fallow Farms】
】
【Biodiversity, Water Quality of Kasumigaura
and Ushiku Pond】
】

【Local Community, Welfare】
】
【Global Warming, Air Pollution】
】
【Worry about Safety of Food】
】

Community-Wide Education
Functions as Propeller

New Sightseeing

Utilizing Comprehensive Learning,
Food Education for City Planning

Energizing
Agriculture, Utilizing
Unused Fields

Agriculture
Asaza’s foster
parent system

Integration of Separate Problems
through Comprehensive Learning

Development of Comprehensive Effort＝
＝
Biomass Town Plot
Integration of Policy Linked to Comprehensive Learning
（Enhancing problem-solving ability）
Positive City Planning ⇒ Subjective Attendance of Citizens （Action）
） アサザ基金
NPO法人
法人アサザ
基金

法人アサザ基金
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Learning to Build Up a Local Community,
with a View to Preventing Global Warming
and Creating a Cyclical Society

Learning Program: “Creating a Cyclical Future – Ushiku Discovery Project”
Phase (1): Awareness
Looking where Ushiku is
positioned
Program “Discover Ushiku
on Earth!”
Earth!”

Phase (2): Awareness – II
Becoming aware of advantages of
one’s own local community and its
problems
Learning Ushiku’s local
characteristics
Survey of its human, material, and
financial resources

Phase (3): Go deeper
Proposing a development model of
technologies and systems
Program “Discover Ushiku’
Ushiku’s
Potentials!”
Potentials!”

Program “Discover Ushiku’
Ushiku’s
Treasures!”
Treasures!”
Ushiku

Ecological system, culture, industrial
structure, land features, a model of
“satoyama” (forests between wild
nature and urban areas), etc.

Ecological system, culture, industrial
structure, land features, etc.
Interviews with grandmas and
grandpas of the community
Welfare

Kanto region

Community creation
begins with school
biotopes
Set up spaces that are effective in
preservation of the ecosystem as well,
to create synergy.

Learning how Ushiku is
today
Area of idle farms, forests, volume of
recyclable garbage, volume of oil
disposed from households, etc.

XX t / year

CO2 reduction
Cyclical model for Ushiku

Local
characteristics
Kasumigaura
basin

Program “Discover Ushiku’
Ushiku’s
Future!”
Future!”
Compare and consider
technologies and systems that
can best suit Ushiku’s local
characteristics.

Illustration of Ushiku’s
cyclical future

Resource cycles in “satoyama”
(forests between wild nature and
urban areas)
Model examples from the past in
use of local characteristics

Phase (4): Propose and solve
Create social models of “produce
locally, consume locally,” CO2
reduction, and a cyclical society, that fit
Ushiku’s own characteristics.

● Building up efforts in each local community

Quantity of phosphates
and nitrates removed

XX t / year

Use of “natural” energies

XX kW / year

Quantity of energy saved

XX kJ / year

Quantity of xxxx

XX t / year

Quantity of xxxx

XX t / year

Quantify the reductions to be achieved and energies
to be generated by each of the models considered.
Also, build up a cycle within each school. (education
about eating)
● Building up efforts in each local community
● Cyclical model applicable to the whole of
Ushiku City

Japan and East
Asia
Model for
Ushiku City

In Ushiku City, residents are learning what they should do after their current
goals are achieved.
Together with school children, they consider what they should do in the
future community creation, taking advantage of Ushiku’s local
characteristics.
NPO
Asaza Fund

Model for a
school district

World

Model for the
Kasumigaura
basin

Model for other
basins
nationwide, like
Lakes Hachirou,
Biwa, etc.

NPO Asaza Fund Nov. 12, 2007

Efforts of Shimone Junior High
School, Ushiku City
Try growing sunflowers,
which produce resources.

Leftovers from school
lunches
Rediscovering the local
resources
Moves of people and things
Locations of houses and stores
Forests, rice paddies, rivers,
etc.
Consider and propose a model
of a de-warming, cyclical
society, which makes the most
of the local characteristics.

Working for Environment Means
Raising the Abilities to Live
People who ---

Use idle farms!

Compost made from lunch
leftovers

NPO Asaza Fund

♦ The Path of Eels ♦
Ocean (off Guam)
Spawning, hatching

Yatsuda (rice paddies along valleys),
water reserves (“satoyama”)

--- can find and use what is good about a local
community.
Kasumigaura, Kitaura

--- find new values and meanings
in things that are ordinary.
--- know how to create chains of
positive encounters.
--- expands a network.
--- and creates narratives.
NPO Asaza Fund

The eel population is diminishing
drastically, worldwide.

* An undisrupted cycle running through the ocean, lakes, and
“satoyama” (forests between wild nature and urban areas) is
essential, to let eels live happily. In today’s world, many lakes are
isolated off oceans, with the vegetation in them declining. Also,
“satoyama” is being devastated. Thus, eels’ habitats are in decline.

To being back eels, we need to work on a whole
basin! “Project Eels Come Back”
NPO Asaza Fund
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Lines in Motion: Reconsidering the basin’s
space from the viewpoint ofByan
eel
courtesy of JAXA / RESTEC

Eels are becoming rare!

Chart and data by Mr. Ken’ichi
Tatsukawa, researcher of basins

If a whole gentle, sensitive network
is restored and provides a habitat to
eels --- isn’t that great!?

American eels
European eels

Connected to the lakes, “yatsuda”
and other rice paddies, rivers,
ponds, etc. spread like some
capillaries.

Index to volume of glass eels

Japanese eels

The red
indicates forest.

NPO Asaza Fund

Transitions in fish catches, before and after the water control with
the reverse water channel gate

A policy proposal: Use the reverse water channel
gate more flexibly, to revitalize the local
communities in the basin.
Let fishes, etc. travel more freely
between the ocean and the lakes.
This way, let natural eels come
back, and build up a brand of
them.
The City Assemblies of
Tsuchiura, Tsukuba, and some
other municipalities unanimously
adopted the proposal!

Total catch (excluding shells and algae)
Shrimps
and gobies

Carps and
crucian
carps

Lake smelts and
icefishes
(“shirauo”)

1955

1965

1975

1985

1993 1998 2003

Water level control with the Hitachi River Gate began. (1975)
1,500 t of cultured carps died from lack of oxygen. (1973)

Sources

Trawl fishery was institutionalized. (1968)
The Hitachi River Gate was completed. Desalination began. (1963)
Digging of Hitachi River began, inviting a rise in salination of Kasumigaura. (1948)

Combine the existing social resources with the group of
problems, to turn problems into resources.

◆Water Channel Gate as of Today
Takei

Takei

Kasumigaura

Sotona
Sakaura
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Kashima
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Sakaura

Tone River

Salt

Kas
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a
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Hitachi River
Gate
Tone River

Salt

Damage from Sea Salt
NPO Asaza Fund
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3. Negative Influence on Fisheries
・・・Valuable
fish species（
（sea eel,
・・・
shijimi, etc.）
）cannot swim
upstream

Kasumigaura

Kitaura

Itako

Environment

Takei

Proposed

How it is today

Kasumigaura

Hit
ac

2. Negative Influence on Industry
・・・Cost
of corporations to pay for
・・・
an unused 350,000 t of water

4. Negative Influence on Natural
Environment
・・・Unnatural
increase of water level
・・・
in winter

Kitaura

Itako

Sou
the
Wat rn Kas
e r S him
upp a
ly

1. Negative Influence on Agriculture
・・・Salting
of water due to the
・・・
withdrawal of water upstream
of Hitachi River Water Gate

Withdrawal

Kamisu

Southern
Kashima
Water Pump
Center

ima
Wa Indust
ter
II rial

Documents of Kasumi-Kita Suisan Kumiai (Fishery
Cooperative) [1914 through 1948]
Documents from Suisan Shinko Jo (Fishery Promotion
Center) [1949 through 1952]
Ibaraki Ken Noh Rin Suisan Tokei Nenkan (Ibaraki
Prefecture Annual of Statistics of Agriculture, Forestry,
and Fishery) [1953 through 1998]

Let Kasumigaura be
the world’s No. 1
place of eel
production. This also
means restoring the
lake back to its
natural state.

Kash

1945

Kash
ima
Wa Indu
ter stria
ima
III
l
Wa Indust
ter
II rial

1935

Kash

1926

Kashima – Kamisu District
Former
Kamisu Town

Hitachi River
Gate

Sou
th
Wat ern Kas
er S him
upp a
ly

1914

350,000t of Unused Water

Up to 60,000 t /
day

Industry

Damage from Sea Salt

Agriculture

Hasaki

Tone River

Salt

South
er
Wat n Kashi
er Su
m
pply a

Fish catches in ton

The reverse water channel gate totally shut off

Utilizing
Unused Water

Solving
Salt DamageAgriculture

Industry
Former Hasaki Town

NPO Asaza Fund
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♦ Water flow proposed for the flexible use: Open the gate to the
extent without inviting in salt damages, in order to invite fishes
into the upstream. Set up a salt water wedge to enable fishes to
swim upstream.

Industrial water

Agri water
Salt
damages

Surplus
water

Reverse
gate

Industrial
complex

Hitachi Tone River

Waniguchi
water
intake

Less salt
damages

Tsumeki
water
intake

←Downstream

Kitaura

Salt coming in through the gate

Blocks fishes swimming upstream

Proposed

Leading edge of the salt
water wedge

Upstream

Agricultural water

Rich in salt

Existing water quality
monitoring points

Illustration of water flow through the reverse water gate (Hitachi
River Water Gate)

Downstream

Today

The first step to make the flexible
use come true

Flexible use

Use surplus industrial water for agriculture
Salt damages
eliminated

Take in purer water from the upstream

Upstream→
→
Lets fishes swim upstream

Salt water wedge (border between the fresh
and salt waters)

When the salt wedge moves
upstream, closer to the gate,
open one of the “doors.”

Existing water quality
monitoring points
Leading edge of the salt
water wedge

←Downstream

When the wedge comes further
closer, prepare to shut down the
single “door” now fully open.

Existing water quality
monitoring points
Leading edge of the salt
water wedge

←Downstream

Open

Upstream→
→

When the salt wedge is ready to
meet the gate, begin to shut down
the single “door” that is fully open.

Existing water quality
monitoring points
Leading edge of the salt
water wedge

←Downstream

Upstream→
→

After the leading edge of the salt wedge has
passed through the gate, the single door, that was
fully open, is to be shut down fully.
This operation should serve as an experiment.
See how eels and other “usable” fishes have
swum upstream beyond the gate this way.

Existing water quality
monitoring points
Leading edge of the salt
water wedge

←Downstream

Shut down

Upstream→
→

Upstream→
→
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Then, experiment with two “doors,”
in place of one, and see what
happens. Thus, find out the
optimum use of the gate.

Imagine the whole basin of Kasumigaura and
Kitaura is restored as a habit of eels --- isn’
isn’t
that wonderful!?

Existing water quality
monitoring points
Leading edge of the salt
water wedge

←Downstream
筑波山
石岡
鉾田

Why don’t we build up a nation土浦
level brand of
our eels,霞then?
ヶ浦
北浦
鹿嶋

潮来
稲敷

Upstream→
→
龍 ヶ崎
逆水門
ＮＰＯ法人アサザ基金

Restore
“recyclicality” in the
whole basin!

By now, Kasumigaura’s water quality has
reached a crisis level.

◆Estimation of Economic Effect Due to Asaza Project
(Revitalization of Fisheries)
Maximum Effect of Flexible Utilization of River Channel Gate
(Prospect)
Full recovery of sea eel, smelt, shirauo, sea bass, goby, shrimp,
isazaami and yamatoshijimi due to removal of the barrier
preventing the movement of fish. and creation of a mixed area of
fresh and sea water
Maximum Effect of Recovery of Vegetation (Prospect)

Environmental standard:
3.0 mg / L or below

Total
nitrogen

Environmental standard:
0.2 mg / L or below

Full recovery of smelt, shirauo and shrimp due to restoration of breeding
sites and raising sites
Production/year
Present

Cost/year

Profit/year

Profit Increment
(from present)

2,551,972,191

971,411,888

1,580,560,303

-

Short-term

17,181,561,647

1,453,599,610

15,727,962,038

14,147,401,734

Long-term

36,833,629,730

4,486,346,379

32,347,283,351

30,766,723,047

Predicting 30.8 billion yen increase in Profit from
Fishery in Long-run
NPO Asaza Fund

Water purification through fish
catches is a key to bringing the
lake back to life!
Ibaraki Prefecture’s Water
Quality Preservation Plan also
calls for more fish catches for
water quality improvement.

Total
phosphorus

Environmental standard:
0.01 mg / L or below

(as estimated by Mitsubishi UFJ Research and Consulting)
５３
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Building up a
cyclical society

Currently: Fishery
declining
ou

tpu

t

t
tpu
ou

Little nitrogen and
phosphorus are taken out
of the lake.
The lake contains
more nutrients to be
more eutrophied.
Proposed: Use the reverse
water gate more flexibly to
revitalize the fishery.
More fish catches mean more
nitrogen and phosphorus taken
out of the lake.
Alleviates eutrophication and
improves the lake’s water
quality.

Removal of Organic Matter due to Recovery
of Fish Catch
2. Value-Creating Project
In Ibaraki, they are proposing the “Reduction of Pollution Load by Fish
Catch” as a part of the “Lake and Pond Water Quality Protection Project
around Kasumigaura” projected in 2002.

See Eel
Goby
Sea Bass
Shirauo
Smelt
Total

Fish Catch (t) / Year
Present
Short-term
Long-term
6.5
88.3
460.7
292.9
5,012.70
10,038.70
0.8
1.4
5.4
179.8
522.7
565.8
124.8
1,156.70
1,327.40
604.80
6,781.80
12,398.00
*Assuming the amount of Phosphorus in body weight of fish as 2.5%, and Nitrogen as
0.5%

Removal of 310 t of Nitrogen and 62 t
of Phosphorus
NPO Asaza Fund

Including Smelt, Shirauo
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Comparing the (Flexible gate use) with a sludge
dredging project, in water purification effect
Japan’s Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism proposes a dredge
project to remove the mud on the lake’s bottom.-- Another example of the
conventional “problem – solution” type
The 3rd Phase expense of the dredge project – 47.26 billion and 3.60
million yen / 5 years
Some 9.5 billion yen / year
[In summary] Volume of sludge dredged: 2.84 million m3 / 5 years
Total nitrogen removed: 219.0 t / 5 years (73.0 t / 5 years at Tsuchiura; 146.0
t / 5 years at Takahama)
Total phosphorus removed: 22.5 t / 5 years (9.50 t / 5 years at Tsuchiura;
12.5 t / 5 years at Takahama)

Nitrogen – 43.8 t / year (in reduction)
Phosphorus – 4.5 t / year (in reduction)

◆Proposing Flexible Utilization of
Water Channel Gate
・・・Everyone
Can Win ！
・・・
Wasteful
Expenditure on
Unused Water

Tourism
businesses ---

Depression of
Fishery

Utilizing unused
water
Contributing to
environment

Return of fish in
lake
Recovery of Shijimi
fishing

Proposal

Natural
Environment

The proposed project to use the reverse gate more flexibly and restore
nature --- Of a “value creating” type
Creates economic profits worth 30.8 billion yen
Expected quantities of nitrogen and phosphorus removed
Nitrogen
--- 43.8 t / year (by the dredging)
--- 310.0 t / year (by the flexible gate use, etc.)

Protection of
diversity
Improving water
quality

Deterioration of
Natural
Environment

Phosphorus--- 4.5 t / year (by the dredging)
--- 62.0 t / year (by the flexible gate use, etc.)
NPO Asaza Fund

Kasumigaura
gains a better

Industry
Fishery

Agriculture image.
Prohibit salting
Improving water
quality

Salting of
Water

Administration
Utilizing water
resources
Comprehensive
policy

Unused
Surplus Water

Everybody and
everything gains
something
positive!
NPO Asaza Fund

--- and everything in progress is integrated with
environmental learning.

How NPO Should Function in the
Society
Crossroads

×Complementing Government Functions
NPO - Providing public services at cheaper cost＝
cost＝Subcontractor
→ Reinforcing Bureaucratic Sectionalism

◎Functioning Government in the Network
NPO – Collaboration between specialized government branches and
organizations, and fostering public projects＝
projects＝New business models

→ Reconstructing the Social System
→ Circulating in Society

＝Hormone

ＮＰＯ法人アサザ基金
NPO Asaza Fund

NPO is like a Hormone in the Society
Blood does not circulate to the outer reaches of society due
to bulky and complex (sectioned) organizations

How Can We Maintain Public Services?
Increasing Tax ⇒Increasing blood volume.
Sending blood into the outer reaches.
Reducing Tax ⇒Cutting off the outer
reaches. Or NPO performs this role at
cheaper cost.

NPO Should Function like a Hormone
⇒Connecting Distant, Separate Organs,
and Creating New Values by Drawing out
New Functions
NPO Asaza Fund

●● ●Where “citizen-led” public works differ from
“traditional” ones:● ●●
Traditional: “Confined” – Possibilities within an existing framework
Solution to a problem
Citizen-led: “Networking” – Potentials of local communities
Creating
new values
Traditional: Expects a single function or effect of a single project
Citizen-led: Expects a diversity of functions and ripple effects of a single
project
Traditional: Movements of people, money, and other resources are
vertically segmented – self-contained
(Comparable to) lines connecting particular points
Segmented, fixed
Citizen-led: Ripple effects from a project spread over communities,
beyond vertical segments
Spread in chain reactions
Ties, new encounters,
circulations
Traditional: Defined for a single (fiscal) year
Not lasting, dependent on
the central government
Citizen-led: Build up networks and ties, making the most of individual
projects
Creates new projects
Independence of each local
community, lasting
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-- Part of “tanka”
by Fuyu Iha

Dig deeper, for the fountain
right inside you
Don’t depend on someone
else – you will get no water

Preserving
nature does not
necessary mean
an economic
decline, I see ---

This
“tanka” is
from
Okinawa. It
goes ---

Yet do you
know who it
actually
came
from?

Rather, it creates
new industries,
doesn’t it?

Mr.
Iijima’s
formless
angst is
now
showing us
a way to a
new era.

The Lake is Judging Us！
Children will be the New Members of the Coming Society

* See deeper inside you. Depending on someone else instead will get you nowhere.

Well, I
don’t
claim that
much
credit!.

Ha,
You have
ha, come down
ha, -- here all the
way from
the
mountains
– thanks!

Mr. Iijima, so
you are a
Zarathustra of
Kasumigaura,
aren’t you?
He loves Nietzsche too.

Nietzsche, did
you say!?

Dig deeper, for
the fountain
right inside you

I love
Nietzsche --

Friedrich
Nietzsche,
actually.

Formless angst will take
shape, someday!

This
week’s
aphorism

Hiroshi Iijima
You have
dug deeper
and deeper
inside you to
get over your
resentments,
Mr. Iijima.

Oh, how
cool!

The cartoon right is taken from
a series titled “Zetsubo ni Kiku
Kusuri” (“Remedy to
Desperation”)

It
will!
It won’t be
any
inferior to
anyone
else.

You know,
Japan has
leading-edge
technologies
too.

Then, Japan will
be no inferior to
Denmark in
environment
preservation.

A leader
in the
field

Say, suppose you
have an empty space
in your
neighborhood, where
children get together.
Then, if an ibis
comes down there,
you can boast of it all
over the world, can’t
you?

NPO Asaza Fund

END

Thank you for your attention
NPO Asaza Fund
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